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i don't know to connect my nokia 215 internet to my pc it has no wifi. my phone and my computer has no wifi network.please help me to fix this problem. i have tried: i have tried for 8months
since i bought my computer. so that way your phone become wifi router. then simply connect your laptop to this mobile hotspot. you can use both 3g and wifi simultaneously. wifi hotspot will
drain your mobile's battery. if you use this to tether your laptop, you might want to reduce the 3g setting in mobile. once a connection is established, the phone and the server will form a wifi
hotspot. any other phone can connect to the hotspot through the phone and the internet connection will be shared between the phone and the computer. if the phone is on a 3g network, the
phone will not work with the hotspot, only with the 3g modem. if the phone has no 3g network and no wifi, it cannot be used as a hotspot or as a wifi modem. i have a nokia e51 and i have a

joikuspot premium wifi hotspot for nokia e71 v3.20.sis. i can use the mobile to mobile to share internet connection and i can share it with my laptop and computer and also my ipad. my laptop
is the netbook acer aspire one d250. my notebook has no wifi but it has a wifi modem inside. i had to plug my joikuspot premium wifi hotspot for nokia e71 v3.sis to my laptop. i also used the
joikuspot premium wifi hotspot for nokia e71 v3.sis to my netbook to share internet connection with my ipad.sis to my ipad. so i can share internet connection with my netbook and ipad using

the joikuspot premium wifi hotspot for nokia e71 v3.sis
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A dial-up access point with Nokia E71 provides a fast and secure way to use the Internet and other features on your phone.
Today, most phone users can access the Internet with the help of their PC, but when the phone is docked with the

computer, the connection becomes limited. The solution proposed by JoikuSpot allows you to extend the connection to the
PC, using the WiFi feature of the phone and as a result, you will always have access to the Internet regardless of whether

you are using your phone or your computer. WiFi tethering means that your phone can act as a WiFi hotspot - any
notebook or other wireless device can establish a secure wireless connection to your phone, on the same wireless network.
The advantage of this is that you could watch videos or play music using other PC's without losing the wireless connection

to your phone. And most important - you have no need to pay data roaming charges! You need to install the software
JoikuSpot on both your phone and your PC. Open the software, and select the wireless network. On your computer, install
the software. When you have installed it, your desktop will give you the option to connect to the WiFi hotspot created on
your phone. JoikuSpot Premium is a novel concept for mobile users. Connect your laptop or iPod to internet everywhere

through your mobile phone, and enjoy 3G speed. JoikuSpot turns your phone to a mobile WLAN (Wifi) HotSpot. No need for
USB dongles, cables or Bluetooth. Email, secured access and corporate intraweb (VPN) supported. JoikuSpot software

installs direct to your phone, and you will carry 3G internet in your pocket, and can share it over WLAN with your friends.
JoikuSpot Premium supports Arabic, Turkish, Chinese HK, Chinese PRC, Chinese TW, Polish, Korean, Indonesian, Hebrew,

Ukrainian, Slovenian, English, English US, French, French CA, German, Italian, Portuguese, Portuguese BR, Russian,
Spanish, Spanish AM, Dutch, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish, Swedish and Japanese. The language is automatically selected to

be same as the phones language. 5ec8ef588b
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